Date of creation: 10/June/2016
Company: SINGA Associates SA
Job Title: Junior Microsoft SQL Server & Business Intelligence Developer
Area: Commodity Trading & Finance
Country / Location: Switzerland / Geneva

Company Description
SINGA Associates SA supplies Commodity Traders with software solutions and consulting services such as CTRM
selection and implementation, business intelligence, process optimization and project management. SINGA Associates
SA is mainly active in the fields of metals and soft commodities and aims to provide services with high added value to
customers located in Europe and across the World.
Job Description
We are looking for a Junior SQL developer who will be responsible for finding solutions that are able to respond in the
most efficient manner to the different requirements of the business in coordination with the other members of the
team.
The main duties will be structuring and designing SQL queries, ensuring their accuracy, stability, reliability, and
performance. The candidate will also work with other developers reviewing and optimizing SQL statements as
necessary, and establishing best practices. The candidate will be as well involved in the creation and maintenance of
Business Intelligence solutions.
Responsibilities
 Acquire business knowledge in order to provide efficient solutions
 Gather business requirements and write specifications accordingly
 Define concepts and prototypes for the solutions
 Write and optimize SQL statements and BI reports with the related documentation
 Ensure accuracy, performance and availability of the solutions
 Collaborate with other team members and customers
Skills and Qualifications
 Strong proficiency with Microsoft SQL Server, SSRS and SSIS
 Proficient with Microsoft tools
 Skilled at optimizing large complicated SQL statements
 Strong knowledge and understanding of relational databases architecture
 Capable of troubleshooting common database issues
 Fluent spoken and written English and French
Education
Master’s degree in IT and development
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Soft skills






Excellent communication with internal & external contacts
Able to listen to users’ needs and provide efficient solutions
Critical thinker, attentive to details with strong analysis skills
Highly organized, self-motivated and determined
Proactive, and able to think “out of the box” and solve problems

Please submit your resume and motivation letter to info@singa-associates.com
Only full files will be examined.
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